1. Question:
XX is interested to submit proposal for the call that Council of Europe opened (Support to civil
society to better network at regional level to counter hate speech and hate crime in the Western
Balkans) and before we start our work in the application we wanted to get formal confirmation that
XX Office in Belgrade can apply for this call as organization that is registered in Serbia? Our formal
registration defines as a representative of XX that was founded Sweden.
Answer:
In line with Article 2: Eligibility criteria of the Call for Grants the applicant must be registered in one
of 6 beneficiaries of the Horizontal Facility Programme, i.e. Albania, Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Kosovo*, Montenegro, and North Macedonia. If your organization is officially registered in Serbia,
you may apply for grant on its behalf.
Art. 2: Eligibility criteria:
In order to be eligible for a grant, an applicant must:
•
be constituted as a non-governmental organisation in one of the 6 beneficiaries of the
Horizontal Facility Programme and its regional action on promoting diversity and equality;
2. Question:
We are interested to aplicate for this call
But ,before start the project we have one question
There is one oof a condition ,that ngo should be at least three years work in rea of human rights
We are started to working in 2020,so practically we work 2020 ,2021,2022
Is it possible for us to aplicatte for this call
Answer:
In line with Article 2: Eligibility criteria of the Call for Grants the applicant must obtain at least three
years of experience in relevant filed. Three years are calculated as calendars years (including months
and days) from the date of official registration of the applicant.
Art. 2: Eligibility criteria:
In order to be eligible for a grant, an applicant must:
•
at least three years’ experience in the field of human rights and combating discrimination;

